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• Multi-GPU: a collection of GPUs on a node.

• MPI is often used by applications to parallelize their work across GPUs of a multi-GPU [4].

• A more performant as well as a portable solution for such parallelism is needed.

• OpenMP [1] is used to parallelize computation within a multi-core or within each GPU, but it could

also be employed to achieve parallelism across the GPUs of a multi-GPU because:

• OpenMP provides for incrementally introducing parallelism in code.

• One programming model is within the entire node rather than two.

• OpenMP has a reduced memory footprint compared to MPI.

• OpenMP provides low-cost load balancing support through its scheduling and tasking

features.

• In this work, we present an approach and a reference implementation in the widely-used open-

source LLVM OpenMP implementation [2] to support OpenMP parallelization of an application’s

work across GPUs of a multi-GPU.

Motivation for OpenMP Support for Multi-GPUs
Language Extension with Compiler Support

Implementation details
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• Further versions of the target spread directive might allow the
specification of device classes, e.g., devices(gpu), devices(cpu),
devices(fpga), which are beneficial for future architectures with extremely
heterogeneous processors.

• We plan to (1) experiment with the compiler support of target spread
directive with the runtime systems support of task-to-GPU scheduling and
(2) a more sophisticated set of task-to-GPU scheduling strategies that are
more adaptive based on historical information about the GPUs.

Future Work

#pragma omp target spread \

devices(<list of devices>) \

spread_schedule(<strategy>, <chunk size>) \

map(to: A[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \

map(from: B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \

for (int i=0; i < N; i++){

…

}

We have extended LLVM’s

OpenMP language and implementation by

adding a new directive, target spread,

which offloads chunks of a for loop into multiple

devices in a distributed way:

• The clause devices specifies the accelerators

to be sharing the workload.

• The clause spread_schedule sets the

distribution strategy and the chunk size.

• The delimiter omp_spread_start refers to

the start of each chunk at execution time.

• The delimiter omp_spread_size refers to the

actual chunk size at execution time.

Syntax for the target spread directive

• With the standalone target spread directive, the distribution of data

will be tied to the loop distribution (execution-centric) and must

perform data movements between the devices and the host.

• The target data spread directive is under development. Its purpose

is to create a data region for several devices at the same time, where

variables can be mapped individually with different strategies (data-

centric).

Kernel Measure target
(1 GPU)

target spread 
(1 GPU)

target spread
(4 GPUs)

Gain

Stream Time (s) 0.880737 0.925076 0.145715 6.38x

Evaluation

Chunk size 25000 62500 250000 2500000

Time (s) 0.246214 0.145715 0.187575 0.324199

Kernels per GPU 100 40 10 1

Streams per GPU 40 40 10 1

Occupancy(streams/max_streams) 1 1 0.25 0.025

Load Balance(kernels/max_streams) 2.5 1 0.25 0.25

Performance of target vs target spread

Impact of chunk size variation in target spread (max_streams=40)
#pragma omp parallel

#pragma omp single

{

#pragma omp target spread \

nowait \

devices(2,0,1) \

spread_schedule(static, 4) \

map(to: A[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \

map(from: B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \

depend(out:B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size])

for (int i=0; i < N; i++){

B[i] = A[i] + 10; 

}

#pragma omp target spread \

nowait \

devices(3,5,4) \

spread_schedule(static, 4) \

map(to: B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \

map(from: A[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \

depend(in:B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size])

for (int i=0; i < N; i++){

A[i] = B[i] + 10;

}

}

Using Dependencies with the target spread Directive
• The spread_schedule clause supports only

static schedule at the moment.

• It assigns the generated chunks, dictated by the

chunk size, to each device specified in the

devices clause in a round-robin fashion.

• If the chunk size is not specified, our

scheduler will try to provide each device a

single chunk of similar size .

• OpenMP does not allow explicit overlap

and extension of array sections in a device.

• The static schedule automatically complies with

this restriction by providing each device a set of

non-contiguous chunks.

• A dynamic schedule is more complex, because

it would have to add a verification step for

making sure that a new array section does not

overlap and extend any of the previously

mapped ones.

#pragma omp target spread \

devices(2,0,1) \

spread_schedule(static, 4) \

map(to: A[omp_spread_start–1:omp_spread_size+2]) \

map(from:B[omp_spread_start :omp_spread_size ])

for (int i=1; i < N-1; i++){ 

B[i]=A[i-1]+A[i]+A[i+1];

}

Using the target spread Directive with a Stencil Sum
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